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FASTER
Inspired by Yamaha’s past, designed for the future

Drawing on timeless design elements, 
Yamaha’s Sport Heritage models pay tribute 
to Yamaha’s past iconic models, and offer 
a very special riding experience together 
with an immense pride of ownership thanks 
also to their unique and beautifully-crafted 
components.  
 
Available in evocative new colour options 
including ’80 Black’ that to Yamaha’s classic 
paint scheme from the 1980s, the 3-cylinder 

XSR900 blends retro cool with thrilling 
performance and modern technology.

Compact, light and agile, the XSR700 is 
driven by a torque-rich 689cc CP2 engine 
that delivers outstanding acceleration at 
all speeds. And with its iconic colours and 
rugged off road styling, the XSR700 XTribute 
is Yamaha’s homage to the legendary XT trail 
bike that inspired the very first Rally Raid 
events.

If big V-twins are your thing then the SCR950 
and XV950R have got what it takes. Driven 
by a high-torque air-cooled V-twin motor 
and featuring twin rear shocks and a quiet-
running belt drive, these bikes enable you to 
enjoy the fun and simplicity of a legendary 
era.



 

The XSR900 is the real deal. An exhilarating riding experience delivered by cutting 
edge technology and influenced by an unrivalled racing heritage. The best of 
Yamaha’s new engineering is wrapped in a retro design, paying tribute to timeless 
classic machines.

The latest in-line 3-cylinder 850cc Crossplane Concept engine delivers astounding 
torque and breath taking acceleration. A super lightweight aluminium frame 
combined with a natural riding position offers a heightened riding experience and 
outstanding agility.

The XSR900 takes inspiration from Yamaha’s history of sports bikes and 
motorcycle design mixed with cutting edge technology.

Timeless, pure design, respecting 
historical icons
The XSR900 shows its true heritage with a 
timeless, pure design that pays tribute to the 
iconic motorcycles of the past. The all-new Sport 
Heritage machine pays respect to the machines 
of yesterday that still set the standard for cool 
today.

Lightweight aluminium frame and swing 
arm
A clever lightweight aluminium frame contains 
the powerful engine within a short wheelbase 
with the swing arm mounted externally to 
enable a narrower foot peg position for a more 
comfortable ride.

High performance 850cc in-line 3-cylinder 
engine
The new XSR900 features a powerful 850cc 
liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, inline 3-cylinder engine 
with Crossplane Concept philosophy. The howling 
triple adds TCS, an Assist & Slipper Clutch, 
YCC-T throttle and D-MODE power settings for 
maximum performance.

Retro style with high quality materials
The XSR900 shows its true heritage through 
the use of high quality metal materials. Stylish 
aluminium fuel tank covers, aluminium fenders 
and fender stays, and round retro instrument 
panel pay tribute to the iconic bikes of the past.
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Dynamic White Garage Metal Midnight Black
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Born to come back.
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Back in the late 1970s Yamaha changed the face 
of the motorcycle world with the XT500. Light, 
simple and fun to ride, it became an instant best 
seller, and its legendary status continues to this 
day.

Featuring an iconic colour scheme and fitted 
with a range of exclusive scrambler equipment, 
the new XSR700 XTribute pays homage to the 
XT, and recaptures the fundamental thrills and 
enjoyment that you’re looking for in a bike.

Its special features include an XT-style flat 
seat and chunky footrests, as well as off road 
handlebars and fork gaiters that complement 
the timeless scrambler style. And thanks to its 
689cc inline 2-cylinder engine and lightweight 
chassis, the new XSR700 XTribute has the power 
and technology to impress.

 
The XSR700 XTribute shown in the pictures and video is equipped 
with an optional Akrapovič high-mounted exhaust system and a 
genuine Yamaha Vintech taillight accessory. 
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Scambler all over
With its rugged good looks and range of special 
scrambler equipment, the XSR700 XTribute 
brings a cool new look to the Sport Heritage class. 
Built using Yamaha’s Faster Sons philosophy that 
combines timeless style with modern technology, 
this compact and agile motorcycle is light and 
easy to ride, making it the ideal bike for riders 
who want to have fun.

Retro XT inspired colours and graphics
Introduced in 1976, the original XT500 was an 
instant success, and became one of the best 
loved Yamaha models of all time. To celebrate its 
legendary status, Yamaha has taken the XT’s best-
loved colour scheme and redeveloped it to suit 
the new XSR700 XTribute. Because style never 
goes out of fashion.

Off road handlebars and footrests
Light, nimble and compact – and with a strong 
and linear power delivery – the XSR700XTribute 
is the perfect bike for fighting your way through 
the urban jungle. Its off road handlebars give 
a dominant upright riding position and make 
manoeuvering in tight situations much easier – 
and to reinforce the rugged scrambler style it’s 
fitted with chunky footrests.  

Inspired by the iconic XT500
Whether you’re new to bikes or you’ve been 
around for a while, you’ve probably heard about 
the iconic XT500, Yamaha’s best-selling model 
from the 1970s and 80s. Just like the original XT, 
the XSR700 XTribute is light, powerful and easy to 
ride – and with its classic XT500 inspired colours 
and special off road components, it pays homage 
to an all-time great.

Special flat seat and fork gaiters
Yamaha’s designers have paid close attention to 
every detail on the XSR700 XTribute to ensure 
that it respects and reflects the character of 
the XT500. The long and flat seat is true to 
the original design, and gives you a superbly 
comfortable ride. And to reinforce the timeless 
retro look the forks feature authentic rubber 
gaiters and black upper fork covers.  

Strong performance and easy handling
Strong performance and easy handling are the 
characteristics that made the original XT500 
one of the all-time greats in the world of 
motorcycling. Move the clock on 40 years and you 
can be sure that the XSR700 XTribute is built to 
deliver new levels of performance and handling 
that make it one of today’s most exciting, 
enjoyable and rewarding bikes in any class.

Scrambler style with modern technology 
The real beauty of the new retro-look XSR700 
XTribute is the way that it blends classic scrambler 
cool with the most advanced engine and chassis 
technology. The powerful and economical engine 
is one of Yamaha’s most versatile and enjoyable 
powerplants, and the lightweight chassis is 
compact and agile, giving you the ultimate blend 
of classic and modern.

Block pattern Pirelli MT60RS tyres
For high levels of grip with easy handling 
characteristics on the street and dirt roads, 
this Sport Heritage bike is equipped with Pirelli 
MT60RS tyres. Fitted to the lightweight 10-spoke 
cast wheels, the block pattern 180/55-17 rear tyre 
and 120/70-217 front tyre reinforce the urban 
scrambler look. 

 
The XSR700 XTribute shown in the pictures and video is equipped with an optional Akrapovič high-mounted exhaust system and a genuine Yamaha Vintech taillight accessory. 
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Born tomorrow
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The XSR700 makes a serious statement. Designed to take a timeless feel built 
on historical icons, matched with tomorrow’s technology for a pure, entertaining 
riding experience. With deep torque and a super agile chassis, it’s for those who 
appreciate heritage and love to ride.

The cutting edge 689cc inline 2-cylinder engine features our special ‘crossplane 
philosophy’ enabling it to develop linear torque for outstanding acceleration. 
The retro styled XSR700 also benefits from a tight and lightweight chassis for 
outstanding agility and handling.

The XSR700 takes the best of design from Yamaha’s history in homage to the past 
but is very much the motorcycle of tomorrow.

Retro style with high quality parts
With its two-texture leather seat and easily 
customizable sub-frame, aluminium tank, vintage 
style headlight and taillight, the XSR700 pays 
tribute to iconic bike designs of the past. A super 
cool mesh cover, short muffler and use of high 
quality aluminium on components such as the 
front fender stay & radiator cover add visual 
impact.

Engineered for optimum riding enjoyment
This first machine born under the Faster Sons 
philosophy delivers a genuine retro cool with 
hints of vintage styling without compromising 
on riding control. Chassis dimensions and weight 
distribution have been carefully set to maximize 
the enjoyment felt during acceleration and give 
the rider a connected feel with the motorcycle.

Light and slim tubular backbone frame
For easy manoeuvrability and sharp agility, the 
new XSR700 runs with a light, slim steel and 
easy customizable backbone-type frame under 
the retro body that utilizes the 689cc engine as 
a stressed member. Combined with its compact 
wheelbase and plush suspension systems, this 
strong and light chassis gives a responsive and 
engaging ride.

Outstanding 689cc inline 2-cylinder 
engine
What gives the new XSR700 such a special 
character is its class leading 689cc inline 
2-cylinder engine, developed using Yamaha’s 
‘crossplane philosophy’. With an uneven firing 
interval, the 270-degree crank gives a strong 
feeling of acceleration and great traction, and 
the deep linear torque ensures outstanding 
performance.

Dynamic White

Tech Black
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Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your 
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Full Exhaust System with Titanium 
Muffler
90798-33450-00

High-mounted Exhaust System
90798-33452-00

Billet Clutch Lever
B34-FCLLE-00-00

Billet Brake Lever
B34-FBRLE-00-00

Fork Gaitors
B34-F31K0-00-00

Billet Sprocket Cover
B34-FSPRC-00-00

Chain Guard
B34-FCHPR-00-00

Soft Side Bag Sport Heritage - left 
side
B34-FSSBC-00-00

Tank Bag Sport Heritage
B34-FSMTB-00-00

Mesh Covers
B34-F17U0-00-00

Side Tank Pads
B34-F41D0-00-00

Flat Seat
B34-F4730-M1-00

Tool Bag Sport Heritage - right side
B34-FTBCL-00-00

Rear Rack
B34-F48D0-00-00

Side Covers
B34-F17B0-00-00

Single Seat
B34-F4710-00-00

Front Number Plate
B34-F3485-00-00

Fly Screen
B34-F83J0-00-00

Knuckle Guards
B34-F85F0-00-00

Radiator Side Covers
B34-FRDSC-00-00

Radiator Cover
B34-FFLRC-00-00

Billet Frame Tube End Caps
B34-FEBCV-00-00

Billet Foot Pedals Adjuster Kit
B34-FRESE-00-00

Billet Brake Fluid Reservoir Cover
B34-FBFLC-10-00

XSR700 Accessories



 

Born to find new ways.
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There’s a new kind of motorcycle on the block. Inspired by the street scramblers of 
the 1960s, the SCR950 blends authentic design with modern technology to create 
a new kind of bike that’s about good vibes and cool style.

Maybe you’re returning to riding or trading up from a smaller bike? Either way the 
SCR950’s rugged good looks, natural riding position and timeless style are hard 
to resist. Built to handle everything from city streets to unpaved trails, this urban 
scrambler is a great new way to enjoy two wheels.

With its pulsating V-twin engine and classic twin shock chassis, this iconic machine 
captures the spirit motorcycling, and makes every ride a special occasion.

Flat seat with forward riding position
The SCR950 is equipped with a slim and flat 
seat that gives an elevated riding position with 
plenty of freedom of movement. Together with 
the fitment of a larger diameter 17-inch rear 
wheel, the SCR’s scrambler natural ergonomics 
are designed to ensure increased controllability 
combined with high levels of comfort.

Wide handlebars with cross brace
One of the key characteristics of this new urban 
scrambler is its comfortable and upright riding 
position created by the seat / handlebar / footrest 
relationship. As well as giving a natural posture, 
the wide handlebars also ensure easier low speed 
steering - and for added strength, these 22.2mm 
steel handlebars feature a cross brace.

Heavy-duty tyres
To reinforce its classic scrambler looks the 
SCR950 is fitted with Bridgestone TW tyres with 
a muscular block pattern that’s designed to give 
plenty of grip on the street as well as being able 
to handle moderate off road riding. With a 100-
90/19 front tyre and wide 140-80/17 rear tyre, 
this urban scrambler is built to handle a variety of 
surfaces.

Spoked wheels with aluminium rims
Throughout the SCR950 you’ll find that this 
beautifully finished scrambler has been 
manufactured using quality materials that 
underline its timeless style. To remain true to the 
original street scrambler design, spoked wheels 
with lightweight aluminium rims are featured, 
with a 19-inch front and 17-inch rear.

Racing Red
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Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your 
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Low-Mount Exhaust System
90798-34520-00

High-mounted Exhaust System
90798-34510-00

Licence Plate Holder
B90-FLPH1-00-00

Low Tapered Handlebars
B90-261B0-00-00

Design Seat Ultrasuede®
B90-247C0-00-00

Billet Brake Lever
B34-FBRLE-00-00

Aluminium Seat Cowling
B90-247F0-41-00

Chain Guard
B90-FCHPR-00-00

Radiator cover
B90-FFLRC-00-00

Billet Brake Fluid Reservoir Cover
B34-FBFLC-10-00

Fly Screen
B90-F61C0-00-00

Sports Screen
B90-F83J0-00-00

Radiator Side Covers
B90-FSCRC-00-00

Billet Handlebar Ends
B90-FHABW-00-00

Billet Sprocket Cover
BS2-FFSPC-01-00

LED Flashers
YME-H0789-00-10

Vintech Tail Light
YME-FYTL1-00-00

CNC machined oil filler cap
B90-F0ILF-00-00

Billet Passenger Footrests
B90-F2743-00-00

Billet alu chain adjuster
B90-FCHAI-00-00

Passenger Footrest Cover
B90-FPFRC-00-00

Billet Handlebar-Risers
B90-FHBRS-00-00

Soft Side Bag Sport Heritage - left 
side
B34-FSSBC-00-00

Tool Bag Sport Heritage - right side
B34-FTBCL-00-00

XSR900 Accessories



 

Yamaha is opening  the door to the world of customization to every rider with 
the XV950R– a bobber that encapsulates the character and personality of those 
original back street creations in a new neo retro Japanese look with a sharp edge.

Compact and stylish with a low seat height, the XV950R delivers a sporty ride 
while retaining the  character that is a critical part of owning such an individual 
machine. Yamaha’s  flat line style and use of exposed metal accentuates the bike’s 
pure simplicity while the V-twin motor provides spirited performance. The XV950R 
takes the relaxed attitude of a bobber and injects an element of sporting ability 
with upgraded suspension.

Fuel-injected V-twin engine
The air-cooled 60-degree V-twin engine produces 
80Nm of torque at 3,000rpm, making it ideal 
for urban use as well as spirited performance 
outside of the city’s limits. With a capacity of 
58-cubic-inches (942cc) the motor’s cylinders 
have a composite plating while the piston is built 
from forged aluminium for reliability as well as 
performance.

New double cradle steel frame
The V-twin engine has a rigid mount system to 
transfer the motor’s pulse through to the rider. A 
short wheelbase provides a light and agile ride for 
maximum maneuverability as well as a neutral and 
stable feeling when cruising. 41mm conventional 
style forks compliment the traditional look of the 
adjustable twin piggy back shock absorbers.

Re-modeled exhaust system and 3D ECU 
maps
New 3D maps for the ignition timing and fuel 
injection increase the V-twin engine’s already 
excellent acceleration in the mid and low-speed 
ranges, optimizing its urban performance. To 
match this new fuel mapping, and further boost 
low to mid-range acceleration, the XV950R also 
features a newly designed 2-into-1 exhaust pipe 
layout.

Revised intake system
Designed for outstanding efficiency and to 
contribute to the pure look of the bike, the new 
compact air cleaner is located on the right side of 
the motor. Flow analysis and road test evaluations 
have demonstrated this new style of air cleaner 
gives the XV950R motor excellent torque 
characteristics at low revs.

€ XXXX,XX
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Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your 
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Slip-on Muffler Black
90798-32502-00

Leather Windshield Bags XV950
1TP-F83G0-T0-00

Quick-Release Windshield XV950
1TP-F83J0-V0-00

Quick-Release Windshield 
Mounting Kit XV950
1TP-F83L0-V0-00

Passenger Backrest Side Arms 
XV950
1TP-F84A0-V0-00

Passenger Backrest Pad
1TP-F84B0-V0-00

Brass Taillight Bezel XV950
1TP-F61C0-T0-00

Leather Saddlebags XV950
1TP-F84H0-V0-00

Saddlebags Support Bars XV950
1TP-F84M0-V0-00

Lowering Kit XV950
1TP-F33A0-V0-00

Bobber Solo Seat XV950
1TP-F47C0-V0-00

Billet Rear Fender Rack XV950
1TP-F48C0-V0-00

Custom Pegs Rider XV950
1TP-F74M0-V0-00

Stainless Steel Air Cleaner Cover 
XV950
1TP-E54G0-V0-00

Rider Foot Peg Relocation Kit 
XV950
1TP-F14A0-V0-00

Custom Pegs Passenger XV950
1TP-F74M0-T0-00

Headlight Bezel
1TP-H43B0-V0-00

Springer Bobber Solo Seat
1TP-F47C0-N0-00

Billet Fork Brace
1TP-F31H0-V0-00

Side Covers
B33-F17B0-V0-00

Throttle Cables Braided Stainless 
Steel XV950
1TP-F63B0-T0-00

Clutch Cables Braided Stainless 
Steel XV950
1TP-F63A0-V0-00

Bullet Cowling XV950
1TP-F83J0-R0-00

Vintech Tail Light
YME-FYTL1-00-00

XV950R Accessories



 

Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislation.

 

Specifications
XSR900 XSR700 XTribute XSR700

Engine
Engine type liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, 3-Cylinder, DOHC liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, 2-Cylinder, DOHC liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, 2-Cylinder, DOHC

Displacement 847 cm³ 689 cm³ 689 cm³

Bore x stroke 78.0 mm x 59.1 mm 80.0 mm x 68.6 mm 80.0 mm x 68.6 mm

Compression ratio 11.5 : 1 11.5 : 1 11.5 : 1

Maximum power 84.6kW (115PS) @ 10,000 rpm 55.0kW (74.8PS) @ 9,000 rpm 55.0kW (74.8PS) @ 9,000 rpm

Maximum Torque 87.5Nm (8.9kg-m) @ 8,500 rpm 68.0Nm (6.9kg-m) @ 6,500 rpm 68.0Nm (6.9kg-m) @ 6,500 rpm

Lubrication system Wet sump Wet sump Wet sump

Clutch Type Wet, Multiple Disc Wet, Multiple Disc Wet, Multiple Disc

Ignition system TCI TCI TCI

Starter system Electric Electric Electric

Transmission system Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Final transmission Chain Chain Chain

Fuel consumption 5.2l/100km 4.3l/100km 4.3l/100km

CO2 emission 120g/km 100g/km 100g/km

Carburettor n/a n/a n/a

Chassis
Frame Diamond Diamond Diamond

Caster Angle 25º 24º50 24º50

Trail 103mm 90mm 90mm

Front suspension system Telescopic forks Telescopic forks Telescopic forks

Rear suspension system Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension)

Front travel 137 mm 130 mm 130 mm

Rear Travel 130 mm 130 mm 130 mm

Front brake Hydraulic dual disc, Ø298 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø282 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø282 mm

Rear brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø245 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø245 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø245 mm

Front tyre 120/70ZR17M/C (58W) (Tubeless) Pirelli MT60 RS 120/70 ZR17 MC 58W 120/70 ZR 17M/C(58V) (Tubeless)

Rear tyre 180/55ZR17M/C (73W) (Tubeless) Pirelli MT60 RS 180/55 ZR17 MC 73W 180/55 ZR 17M/C(73V) (Tubeless)

Dimensions
Overall length 2,075 mm 2,075 mm 2,075 mm

Overall width 815 mm 865 mm 820 mm

Overall height 1,135 mm 1,120 mm 1,130 mm

Seat height 830 mm 845 mm 835 mm

Wheel base 1,440 mm 1,405 mm 1,405 mm

Minimum ground clearance 135 mm 140 mm 140 mm

Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank) 195 kg 188 kg ABS 186 kg ABS

Fuel tank capacity 14L 14L 14L

Oil tank capacity 3.4L 2.7L 2.7L



  

SCR950 XV950R

Engine
Engine type 4-stroke, V-type 2-cylinder, air-cooled, 4-valves, SOHC 4-stroke, V-type 2-cylinder, air-cooled, 4-valves, SOHC

Displacement 942cc 942cc

Bore x stroke 85.0 mm x 83.0 mm 85.0 mm x 83.0 mm

Compression ratio 9.0 : 1 9.0 : 1

Maximum power 40kW (54.3PS) @ 5,500 rpm 40kW (54.3PS) @ 5,500 rpm

Maximum Torque 79.5Nm (8.1kg-m) @ 3,000 rpm 79.5Nm (8.1kg-m) @ 3,000 rpm

Lubrication system Wet sump Wet sump

Clutch Type Wet, Multiple Disc Wet, Multiple Disc

Ignition system TCI TCI

Starter system Electric Electric

Transmission system 5-speed, Constant Mesh 5-speed, Constant Mesh

Final transmission Belt Belt

Fuel consumption 5l/100km 5l/100km

CO2 emission 115g/km 115g/km

Carburettor Fuel Injection Fuel Injection

Chassis
Frame Double cradle Double cradle

Caster Angle 29º 29º

Trail 130mm 130mm

Front suspension system Telescopic forks, Ø41 mm Telescopic forks, Ø41 mm

Rear suspension system Swingarm Swingarm

Front travel 135 mm 135 mm

Rear Travel 110 mm 110 mm

Front brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø298 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø298 mm

Rear brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø298 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø298 mm

Front tyre 100/90-19M/C 57H 100/90-19M/C 57H (Tubeless)

Rear tyre 140/80R17M/C 69H 150/80B16M/C 71H (Tubeless)

Dimensions
Overall length 2,255 mm 2,290 mm

Overall width 895 mm 830 mm

Overall height 1,170 mm 1,120 mm

Seat height 830 mm 690 mm

Wheel base 1,575 mm 1,570 mm

Minimum ground clearance 145 mm 130 mm

Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank) 252 kg 252 kg

Fuel tank capacity 13litres 13litres

Oil tank capacity 4.3litres 4.3litres



XSR700 Swank Rally – Deus Ex Machina

 

Yard Built

In garages all over the world owners dream 
of creating their very own customised 
motorcycle. We seek to enable this by 
asking talented bike customisers to provide 
inspirational ideas on how to transform 
modern Yamaha models into what we have 
entitled ‘Yard Built specials.’ 
 
Each was a demonstration of the versatility 
of the Sport Heritage models and of 
Yamaha’s desire to find new trends in local 
customization.



XSR900 CP3 – JvB Moto

 



Alan by Lamb Enginerring
 



XSR 700 by Capelo’s Garage & Elemental Rides

BW Tribute by SLCDR

 

Back to the Dirt

In 2019, Back to the Dirt explored 70s and 80s 
rally-inspired bikes. Yamaha challenged the 
world’s backyard engineers to customise the 
XSR700, with emphasis on changes aimed at 
improving the bike’s off-road performance.



  



 



Get it on

 

Build your dream collection 
with the free MyGarage 
app

The MyGarage app is the best way to build 
your dream collection of Yamaha motorcycles 
– and it’s totally free! Download the app and 
you’re ready to start creating your very own 
personalized Yamaha.

With MyGarage you can add or remove a wide 
range of Genuine Options accessories and 
view the bike from any angle. Once you’ve 
created your dream bikes you can save them 
and share with friends – and when you’ve 
made the final decision on which version is 
right for you, simply send it to your Yamaha 
dealer who will turn it into reality.



 

MyRide: Take your ride to 
the next level!

Developed exclusively by Yamaha and 
available free of charge to every rider - 
whatever brand of motorcycle or scooter they 
own - the new MyRide app allows tracking and 
storing detailed information about every ride.

With the new Yamaha MyRide app, riders 
can record everything from lean angle, 
acceleration and speed through to elevation 
and braking force, making every journey even 
more rewarding.

Apart from being able to review and analyse 
their own riding experiences, riders can also 
share their personal GPS Exchange Format 
(GPX) files* with other MyRide users. Also, 
riders can keep details of every motorcycle 
they ride or test - and they are able to check 
out many new routes by downloading other 
MyRide users’ GPX files.

*GPX is a file format designed to provide GPS data to software 
applications such as navigators or GPS viewers. It can be used to 
describe waypoints, tracks, and routes.



 

Yamaha Offers You

YOU is a full range of premium services that 
makes every aspect of buying and owning a 
Yamaha even easier. We want to ensure that 
you always have an enjoyable experience 
whenever you come across a Yamaha product.

YOU services make the purchase of every 
Yamaha more accessible – and Yamaha owners 
can benefit from the peace of mind that comes 
with every YOU product.

Take a closer look at the range of YOU 
services, and you’ll see that it is more than 
buying a Yamaha, but the beginning of a long 
and lasting relationship.



  

Yamaha Motor Insurance

Yamaha Motor Insurance is designed specifically for 
Yamaha owners, and simplifies the whole process of 
getting cover for your Yamaha vehicle.

The range of top quality products covers all aspects of 
Yamaha ownership, and provides you with high levels 
of protection at competitive rates, giving you peace of 
mind for more enjoyable, worry free riding.

With Yamaha Motor Insurance you benefit from an 
exclusive scheme and can expect a first class service 
from our dedicated team. *

Yamaha Motor Road Assistance

If you ever need help in the event of a breakdown 
you can be sure that we’re only a phone call away. 
Every Yamaha that’s protected by a Factory Warranty 
is automatically covered by Yamaha Motor Road 
Assistance. And we’ll be right there, whenever you 
need us. *

Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty

When you buy any new Yamaha you can be sure that 
premium quality and class leading reliability come as 
standard. And you will also benefit from the added 
reassurance of a full Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty 
that covers all parts and labour costs in the unlikely 
event that your Yamaha requires any unforeseen 
repairs. *

Yamaha Motor Selected Occasion

The way we see it, every rider deserves the extra 
reassurance given by a factory warranty. And the good 
news is that if your Yamaha is between 1 and 5 years 
old you can now get up to 24 months extra warranty 
cover with Yamaha Motor Selected Occasion. Why 
wouldn’t you? *

Yamaha Motor Extended Warranty

We want to make sure that you get maximum 
enjoyment from your new Yamaha, so upon your 
purchase Yamaha offers a Yamaha Motor Extended 
Warranty, to experience carefree riding and the added 
peace of mind that comes with up to 36 months extra 
warranty cover! *

Yamaha Motor Finance

Yamaha offers a selection of financial services to make 
the ownership of a Yamaha even more accessible. 
Yamaha Motor Finance can be tailor-made to suit your 
circumstances and lifestyle, giving you total flexibility. 
*

* Terms and conditions apply. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



 

Be Smart. Keep it Genuine.

To ensure that your Yamaha delivers optimum 
performance with long-term reliability, we 
recommend that you always use Yamaha 
Genuine Parts. Our high-quality spare parts 
comply with proven safety standards, fit 
perfectly and have a high resistance to wear - 
giving you peace of mind.

By using an Official Yamaha Dealer 
for servicing, you can be sure that all 
maintenance is carried out by highly skilled 
Yamaha Technicians using Genuine Parts and 
Yamalube products.

Our technicians are regularly trained at the 
Yamaha Technical Academy, giving them the 
expert knowledge and in-depth experience 
needed to keep your Yamaha in factory-fresh 
condition. For more detailed information 
please consult your local Yamaha dealer or 
visit our website.



  

A Liquid Engine 
Component

At Yamaha we appreciate that our products 
instill a unique pride of ownership amongst 
our customers, and in recognition of their 
loyalty to the brand we have developed 
the Yamalube range of lubrication and 
maintenance care products.

Our Yamaha engineers consider oil as a liquid 
engine component that is one of the most 
important parts of your Yamaha engine. 
Choosing Yamalube really does make a 
difference.

By always using Yamalube you can be sure 
that your engine has the potential to run at 
peak performance, and deliver the durability 
and reliability that you expect from every 
Yamaha. We also manufacture a range of care 
products that keep your pride and joy in tip-
top conditions. Your local Yamaha dealer can 
advise you on the best Yamalube product for 
your Yamaha or visit our website.
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Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourage you to ride safely and respect fellow riders 
and the environment. Images shown in this brochure depict professional riders performing under controlled conditions. 

Specifications and appearance of Yamaha products as shown here are subject to change without notice and may vary 
according to requirements and conditions. For further details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.
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